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This guide is a companion to the Tin Hat Ranch’s video series “How To
Build The Ultimate Bug Out Vehicle”. If you’ve happened across this
guide or don’t know where to start, start at the beginning…of the video
series of course (click picture below):

Preface- Must Read
What is this guide? This guide is intended to help further knowledge for anyone wishing
to build a bug out vehicle. The intent of the build was to explain the concepts involved
when modifying a common four wheel drive vehicle to gain additional capabilities, on and
off road, while carrying the gear and supplies necessary to safely negotiate and provide
shelter to get to a bug out location or to provide shelter and support on an extended
journey away from a disaster..and have a little fun when things are not going wrong.
We titled this series the “ultimate” bug out vehicle. While this might conjure up images of
military vehicles or one off specialty vehicles, the intent was to provide a guide that can
make an average ordinary 4x4 the best that it can be. For anyone with a calculator handy,
you will see that this isn’t budget by any means, but compared to other design paths, it is
at least fathomable to follow along.
We use a Jeep Cherokee in the series, but this is by no means a Cherokee specific guide.
The same concepts can be applied to any vehicle (especially 4x4’s). We’ve gone through
great efforts to parallel this build with a number of other makes and models of vehicles in
this guide. The first part of this guide focuses on vehicle modifications. As I said in the
third and fourth videos, I evaluated many manufacturers in choosing the modifications.
For the tire, I picked the Goodyear MTR. The Tin Hat Ranch is not sponsored by Goodyear,
but for what I am doing, it made the most sense and can be applied to nearly any vehicle.
This doesn’t mean other tires won’t work to satisfaction. The same is true for ARB. You
will notice that ARB is featured extensively throughout the guide. After interviewing a ton
of different manufacturers I chose to work with them, they get what we are trying to do.
In retrospect, it is more like we are trying to do what they have been doing for years. As
an added bonus, they work with a ton of different makes and models and in essence, are
what makes this guide possible.
Special Build Considerations
In the videos, we gave you the reasoning behind what we did and what we included.
What wasn’t done was an actual step by step of the build. The intent of the videos was to
show all of the principals involved in building any bug out vehicle, not necessarily as it
applies to any particular vehicle. There are some very special considerations that must be
made when preparing a vehicle to become the ultimate bug out vehicle. Pay special
attention if your vehicle is your daily driver.
As we mentioned in the fourth video of the series, choosing a springs/suspension for your
vehicle is a balancing act. Doing all of the work all at once would be the best bet. I had to
film different portions of the series throughout, so I had to drive it in the in-between
stages. The same would be true for you if it is a daily driver or you don’t want the vehicle
to be down for extended periods of time. When choosing the springs/suspension, you are
choosing them for the end result. If you are going to add lots of gear, bumpers, a winch,
and a roof top tent, your springs are expecting this weight to be present. You have to
purchase the suspension for the end result. Simply putting on this suspension will lead to
a vehicle that rides way too high, a suspension geometry that will be out of whack, and if
you are unlucky, damage to your brand new shocks because they are over extended.
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In my case, I put the suspension on while waiting for the
rear bumper/tire carrier, tent, and gear to arrive. I had
the front bumper and winch already installed. The
instructions for the Old Man Emu Dakar leaf springs said
to remove one of the leafs if right height was too high.
Even with the spring removed, the shocks were fully
extended (See Picture). I ended up having to add 350lbs
of sand bags into the cargo area until the bumper and
gear were installed. Before the build is complete, I will
have to add the removed leaf back in. This isn’t the fault
of ARB or my suspension choice or what I’ve told you.
The fact is, the end result is exactly what I ordered.
Please keep this in mind when building your vehicle.
Tires are very sticky subject when it comes to a guide
that encompasses so many vehicles and builds. Each and
every vehicle has a different tire size from the factory.
Heck, in any given year of manufacture there can be
several wheel sizes. We know that I recommend the
Goodyear Wrangler MT/R tire as best for what we are doing. I can recommend the type of
tire, but not the size. For instance, I knew from research that a 31” tire would fit on this
configuration of my Jeep. I had 15” wheels, so a 31x10.5R15LT would be the tire. Had I 16”
wheels, I would have had to go with the LT235/85R16. The point is this, you are going to
have to take a look at the tire size you have and plan on going up a size or so. You can do
some research on your own vehicle, or even better, wait until it is finished and do the tires
last.
Another note of caution; most of the vehicles in this guide are like mine, older. I’ve had
several people ask me if these modifications can be handled in the driveway with common
tools and finished over a weekend. The short answer is yes, but life never gives us short
answers. The bolts that hold on the suspension are exposed to the worst conditions. This
means that without a doubt they will be corroded and hard to remove. My warning is this; if
this is your daily driver and you’ve never had experience changing springs or shocks, and you
don’t have a torch ready, consider taking it to a local shop to have the suspension done.
Beyond the suspension work, the rest of the job is like playing with legos.
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The Cherokee, by far, isn’t the only vehicle that makes a good candidate for a bug out vehicle.
We’ve assembled a number of vehicles for which you more or less can be transformed in the
same manner as the Cherokee. These are not the only vehicles that can be modified, but
vehicles for which we can more or less expect the same results as the Cherokee. As with any of
these concepts, these concepts and modifications can be done to virtually any four wheel drive
vehicle. So, if you don’t find your vehicle here you can still do the same things, you may just
have to do more research.
When it comes to choosing a good foundation there are a number of concepts and vehicle
characteristics that you must consider. The perfect vehicle for me may not be the perfect vehicle
for you. You may be able to sacrifice cargo room or seating capacity for off road ability while I
may not. Below are some of the more important things to compare and consider when picking
your vehicle:
Frame- There is no really right or wrong answer here. Some of the vehicles on the list are what is
called “unibody”, where the body and the frame are one. Most of the vehicles on the list are
body on frame, where the body is separate from the frame and bolted on. Almost all cars today
are unibody, most trucks are body on frame. Unibody vehicles are lighter and more fuel efficient
but generally fall short in ultimate durability and towing. Body on frame vehicles are said to be
more durable and can tow more at the expense of weight and fuel economy. Choose whatever
fits your needs.
Ground Clearance- As I said in the video, if there was one factor that was most important to a
bug out vehicle, it would be ground clearance. Ground clearance is simply the measurement
from the lowest part of the vehicle to the ground. Please keep in mind, and this is important, the
measurement doesn’t always tell the whole story. Take the Cherokee that we are using for our
example in the video series. The measurement is from the lowest point of the rear differential
to the ground. Since the vehicle has solid
axles, most of the rest of the components
in the vehicle are actually much higher. A
skilled driver can take advantage of this by
maneuvering the vehicle so that the
differentials do not come into contact with
obstacles in the road. Contrast this to
some of the vehicles with independent
front suspensions. (Con’t)
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Their ground clearance measurements might be greater than the Cherokee’s, take the FJ
Cruiser for instance. It has a ground clearance of 9.6”, but independent front suspension.
Compare that to the Cherokee’s stock ground clearance of 7.3”. You might think that the FJ is
going to beat the Cherokee hands down, but this isn’t the case. The Cherokee’s differential,
the point at which this is measured, is only 6 or so inches wide, the rest of the underbody
components are much higher. The FJ cruiser on the other hand has a subframe, which is
nearly half the width of the vehicle hanging down at 9.6”. It’s probable that the Cherokee can
negotiate tougher terrain than possible in the FJ with a skilled driver. Ultimately though,
getting as much ground clearance is one of the biggest factors when off road. The only way to
increase ground clearance is through fitting taller tires without major vehicle modifications.
Approach Angle- Like I demonstrated in the
video, the approach angle of a vehicle dictates
the largest incline that a vehicle can negotiate.
Approach angle is mostly dictated by the vehicles
overhang, or the distance from the front of the
tire to the front most portion of the vehicle. The
closer the front/bottom of the bumper is to the
front tire, the steeper you will be able to
negotiate an incline. There are two ways to.
increase approach angle, taller tires and aftermarket bumpers. Taller tires move the bumpers
higher off the ground, increasing the angle. Aftermarket bumpers generally shorten the
distance or are angled in a way to improve this characteristic.
Departure Angle- Nearly the same thing as approach angle but concerning the rear of the
vehicle. Departure angle determines how big of a decline you can traverse before the bumper
drags on the terrain. Improving this characteristic is the same, taller tires move the vehicle
upwards, increasing the angle. Aftermarket bumpers are designed to create better angles.
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Breakover Angle- This one is a little more complex. Simply put, it is the measurement of the
angle between the tires and the bottom of the vehicle. Breakover angle determines the angle
of an apex that the vehicle can drive over. Look at the above picture, if the orange lines were
the apex of a hill, the example would be the maximum angle this vehicle could traverse.
Weight- The vehicle weight. No right or wrong answer here again, but vehicle weight can
affect certain things like tire wear and fuel economy. It is listed here to help you determine
your possible payload capacity.

Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR)- This is a number listed by the manufacturer that is a
guideline as to how much your vehicle can weigh when fully loaded with modifications, gear,
passengers, etc. If you subtract your vehicle weight from the GVWR, you can determine how
much weight you can ultimately carry. Remember, we are making a vehicle that has to carry
enough gear and supplies to help you survive. We do not want to make a dangerous
overloaded vehicle. Staying within manufacturer’s guidelines is the best bet. This rating is a
calculation that takes into account tires, suspension, and the strength of different
components in the vehicle. By making some of the modifications in the series we are actually
increasing the GVWR of your vehicle, BUT, this calculation is related to the weakest link in the
system. For example, we change out suspension components to be capable of carrying
weight beyond the GVWR, but if the axles cannot handle the weight, they may fail. Because
this guide includes general information on many vehicles, and each vehicle may have certain
components that can fail at certain weights, I can only recommend that use the difference
between the vehicles weight and the GVWR.
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Towing Capacity- How much weight your vehicle can tow. I’ve included this as a reference
point..it might be the case that it is impossible to carry the gear you need within the vehicle.
Towing opens options for carrying gear in a trailer. Because the trailer doesn’t affect GVWR, it
may be an option for some of you.

Front Axle- As mentioned in the videos, the ultimate off road suspension setup is a solid axle.
Solid axles provide the best ground clearance and articulation when off road. Independent front
suspensions will give much better on road handling and characteristics. While not a deal breaker,
the front axle is a consideration when choosing your bug out vehicle.
Rear Axle- Every vehicle in this list has a solid rear axle. Beyond greater ground clearance and
articulation, solid rear axles can support much more weight than independent rear suspensions.
Since most of the gear will be nearer to the rear of the vehicle, a solid axle rear suspension is a
must.

Horsepower/Torque- Listed as a reference point. Torque is most important for a bug out vehicle.
Horsepower is torque over time. Almost all driving off road will be done with the vehicle in the
lower RPM range, where torque is more prevalent. This one is hard to compare from vehicle to
vehicle. Why? Because each vehicle has a different weight. Heavier vehicles will require more
torque than lighter vehicles. The Cherokee weighs in at 3200lbs and has 225 lb/ft of torque. The
100 Series Land Cruiser weighs in at 5115lbs and has 320lb/ft of torque. Even though to Cherokee
is down nearly 100 lb/ft of torque, the Land Cruiser has to carry 16lbs of weight for every lb/ft of
torque, versus the Cherokee only having to carry 14 pounds. Again, this is just a point of
reference, most of the vehicles are very similar.
MPG- In the ultimate disaster you may have one shot at getting to your Bug Out Location (BOL).
Fuel mileage can certainly be a factor in the vehicle you choose. If you have a long way to go, it
may be a deciding factor. All of these vehicles aren’t exactly fuel misers, and adding modifications,
gear, and supplies will certainly lower the listed mpg ratings. This is again included as a point of
reference. Adding fuel capacity to your bug out vehicle will probably be a must for most of us.
Before modifying my Cherokee, I could rely on 20-21mpg highway. After modifications, I am
getting 16-17mpg highway. For complete off road stints, it is more like 10-12 mpg. Luckily, we can
carry more fuel in Gerry Cans and dictate to a certain degree what our one shot range will be.
Factory Seating- We all have different family situations. Like I mentioned in the videos, each
person is going to be responsible for a different number of people. Some may need a vehicle for
just themselves, others may have large families. Most of the vehicles on my list accommodate up
to five people. A few of the vehicles can support up to seven. As with fuel, there are some
options for carrying cargo at other points of the vehicle.

For a list of other capable vehicles, go to the end of the guide
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Jeep Cherokee XJ (1984-2001)
This vehicle started the SUV craze. One of the main
features of the vehicle is both the key to its success, and in
the eyes of some, it’s Achilles’ heel. The Cherokee was
one of the first modern SUV’s to feature unibody
construction. Up to this point, a typical truck featured
traditional body on frame construction. Unidbody
construction means that the frame and the body are one,
much like every car produced today. Unibody construction
allowed for the Cherokee to weigh in at just over 3,000
lbs.. Allowing for excellent driving dynamics on and off
road along with increased comfort and fuel economy (relatively speaking). It also is somewhat
responsible for the Cherokee’s enormous difference between gross vehicle weight rating and curb
weight. Some say that if exposed to constant off road abuse the Cherokee’s unibody construction
will begin to fall apart. While this can be true, a vast majority of these vehicles never saw a single
off road trail. Nevertheless, the Cherokee is a potent off road performer right from the factory, with
solid axles front and rear, 4WD with low range, excellent ground clearance, approach, departure,
and break over angles. The biggest downfall in my opinion is the lack of factory lockers on the
axles, but this can be easily fixed with a locker from ARB. The Cherokee was produced from 1984
to 2001, with over 2 million rolling off the assembly lines. Parts are plentiful and cheap, the 4.0L
Inline Six cylinder is mythically purported to be one of the most reliable engines of all time. Often
unsung in the overlanding community because it’s too cheap, too ubiquitous, it is still a great
foundation. Look for an example with little to no rust, they can be had all day across the country for
a song. Vehicles from 1997-1999 offer the best combination of factory components.
Frame: Unibody

Rear Axle- Solid, leaf spring

Ground Clearance- 7.3”

Desired Engine- 4.0L Inline 6 Cylinder

Approach Angle- 38 degrees

Horsepower (4.0L I6)- 173hp (1987) to

Departure Angle- 32 degrees

190 hp (2001)

Break over Angle- 21 degrees

Torque (4.0L I6)- 220 ft-lb (1987) to 225

Wheelbase- 98 inches

ft-lb (2001)

Weight- ~3200lbs

MPG- 16 City/21 Highway

GVWR- 4900lbs

Factory Lockers- No, limited slip Factory

Towing Capacity- 5000 lbs.

Seating- 5

Front Axle- Solid, 4 link

Cargo Space- 33 Cu-ft, -69 cu-ft with seat
down
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Jeep Cherokee XJ (1984-2001)

Bug Out Vehicle Suspension Upgrade ListPlease note: This list assumes you are following along exactly as we are in the series. Remember,
the suspension accounts for the added weight of the gear. This assumes aftermarket bumpers, a
winch, roof rack, roof top tent, and enough fuel to arrive at your destination plus enough gear
and supplies for 7 days. If your configuration is different, please call ARB at (866) 293-9078 to
design a custom configuration.

Parts List (click on link)
Suspension
Old Man Emu Nitrocharger Front Shocks (Pair)
Old Man Emu Front Springs (2)
Old Man Emu Nitrocharger Rear Shocks (2)
Old Man Emu Dakar Rear Leaf Springs (2)
XJ Transfer Case Lowering Kit
U Bolts (4)
Leaf Spring Bushings (2)
JKS Adjustable Lower Control Arms
JKS Swaybar Disconnects
Recovery
Smittybilt XRC Front Bumper
Front Bull Bar
Smittybilt XRC Rear Bumper/Carrier
Smittybilt 9500lb Winch
D Rings
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Tires- Goodyear Wrangler MT/R
Tires are more difficult to include in this guide. Each of the models included
may have come with different rim sizes, different tire sizes, etc. Even if we
were to include all of the possible combinations, it would be impossible
again to say which tire will “fit” your vehicle. If you are unsure, build the
vehicle first and put the tires on last. You may have to consider purchasing
wheels that are better suited (different offset, etc). Below are all of the
available sizes of tires for the Goodyear Wrangler MT/R by wheel size. Also
included are the standard equivalents for diameter in inches for comparison.

Wheel Size Tire Size (Link to Tire)
1531x10.5R15LT
1533x12.5R15LT
1535x12.5R15LT
16LT235/85R16
16LT285/75R16
16LT305/70R16
16LT315/75R16
17LT255/75R17
17LT285/70R17
1735x12.5R17LT
1737x12.5R17LT
1738x14.5R17LT
18LT275/65R18
2033x12.5R20LT
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Diameter (in)
31"
33"
35"
31.75"
32.83"
32.81"
34.6"
32"
32.70"
35"
37"
38"
32.1"
33"

Lockers

For most, if you have a 4WD vehicle, you don’t actually have a 4WD vehicle. In some cases, you only
have a 2WD vehicle. Why? Because most vehicles, even 4WD vehicles, spend 99% of their time on
the road. When a vehicle turns on pavement, the inside wheel turns slower than the outside wheel.
If these wheels were locked together all of the time it would create an unstable vehicle, a vehicle
that wears out tires quickly, and chatters around every turn. The mainstream solution to this issue
is to affix vehicles with open or limited slip differentials. These uncouple the wheels when going
around a turn, but off road they do something much sinister. Due to the design of the common
differential the wheel that slips receives the power. The more the wheel slips the more the power is
transferred from the wheel with grip. This often times leaves a stuck 4WD vehicle with the front
and rear tires with the least traction spinning.
The solution to this issue is to lock together the rear axle, the front axle, or both, on demand. Enter
the air locker. A small compressor locks the differential only when you are in situations were you
might lose traction or you already have lost traction. In the case of the ultimate BOV, I chose the
ARB air locker in the rear. If I truly had an unlimited budget, I’d have done both axles, but this is
something that neither I, or most shade tree mechanics can install at home. Due to the complexity
and the fact that you have to press large bearings, this is something best left to your local shop. A
locking differential is THE device that if possible, will get you unstuck.

ARB Compressor

ARB Air Locker Kit

ARB Differential Cover
This system is VERY vehicle specific, contact the manufacturer for proper fit
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OVERVIEW
For a vehicle like this to sit and wait for an apocalypse would be a complete waste. As alluded to
from the start of the series, a vehicle with this much invested must serve more than one purpose. In
the case of the above, that is precisely the driver behind most of the decisions in the build. Each
piece of gear would serve well in an emergency, be it a point “A” to “B” bug out, temporary
relocation during a regional disaster, or a weekend of exploration. You don’t park something like this
and wait.
As I’ve said over and over again, everyone's needs are different. What I’ve done is not the “right
answer”, it is however, a viable answer. It works for me and my goals. The purpose of this of this
portion of the build is to set an example, one from which you can borrow ideas, choose certain
pieces of gear, or copy it lock, stock, and barrel.
For my build here were some of the basic goals:
• Accommodate up to 5 passengers
• Sustain five passengers for up to a week with supplies on hand or available via tools on hand
• Unrefueled range of over 350+ miles
• Highly Organized Vehicle, everything has a place and can be quickly found and utilized.
• Fast ready time- minimal amount of loading
• Self-Recovery from terrain or minor breakdowns
• A good time when the world isn’t ending
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Rear Storage Area/Cabinet
How do you accommodate up to five passengers for a week in a vehicle the size of a Jeep Cherokee..or any
vehicle for that matter? The answer: very carefully.
The purpose of this cabinet is organization. Throwing a bunch of gear in the back would save a lot of weight,
time, and money, but finding that widget could be major challeng, especially in a pinch. For the Jeep, I chose to
build in a pretty much permanent cabinet system that would carry nearly all of the tools to achieve my goals.
Supplies could go on top of the cabinet system. The cabinet system was made out of simple ¾” plywood you can
find at any home improvement store, but there were a few items for which a lot of thought went into. I wanted
it to be rugged enough that it would withstand years of use, yet simple and light enough as not to weigh down
the Jeep too much. There was no woodworking magic, it is a simple box with some drawers, all butt joined,
screwed and glued together. The front of the box follows the angle of the rear seat and the rear seat forms the
“door” to the front compartments. I initially had envisioned a far more complex system, but as the plans in my
head started to materialize I began to realize that even the width of a half or three-quarter inch piece of
plywood subtracts crucial cubic inches from total storage.
After I had paired as much complexity from my initial thoughts as possible, a few things I deemed “must have”
remained; A main compartment to hold all of the tools required for preparing food, filtering water, hygiene, and
daily life. A 12V ARB Refrigerator (more on that later) on drawer slides, a butcher’s block on drawer slides for
preparing meals, eating, etc, and a front compartment for items that must always be accessible to the driver at
any time. The top of the cabinet would serve as storage for water, fuel, clothing, bulky food items, and so on.

“Picture from the early layout shows
the simple plywood construction”
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Rear Storage Area/Cabinet

Open the back and find a
pull out fridge, prep table,
and a massive drawer.

A major goal of the build
was to leave as much room
for passengers as possible

Water, fuel, and supplies are
tied down to D rings on the
top of the cabinet
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Rear Storage Area/Cabinet

The large drawer fits all of
the cooking, water, hygiene,
etc tools

The cabinet is square.
Wings were traced and cut
out of plywood to fill the
gaps
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Rear Storage Area/Cabinet
While your build will probably vary from mine in dimensions, if you choose to
mimic it, the following are some of the parts that I found worked well for the
build. Please note the links and pictures are clickable:

Speaker Carpet- An easy and durable way to cover your cabinet, giving
the end result a “professional” look.
22” 100lb Drawer Slides- Used on the main drawer and the fridge
slide out. These seem heavy duty enough for both applications.
They come in all sizes probably for your build.
30” 500lb Drawer Slides- Used for the pull out table. Probably overkill and
expensive, but you can sit on the darn thing and use it for loading and
unloading.
#10 Panhead Screws 2”- Used to fasten the butcher block table to the 500lb
drawer slides. The drawer slides come with screws, but they are shorter. I used
these for some added insurance.
Butcher Block- I got this at the local home improvement store. Sturdy, good
looking, and food safe. I cut mine to fit the space.
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Rear Storage Area/Cabinet
While your build will probably vary from mine in dimensions, if you choose to
mimic it, the following are some of the parts that I found worked well for the
build. Please note the links and pictures are clickable:
D Rings- Recess mount used on the top of the cabinet to tie down gear. I included 6 in
my build.

Heavy Duty Drawer Catch- You don’t always know if things are perfectly level
when you park. These keep the drawers closed.
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Cabinet Electronics
No rear cabinet would be complete without electronic wizardry, would it? It
starts by running some 8 gauge wire from the battery to the back of the
vehicle. The wire lands on a Blue Sea Systems Battery Switch and then feeds
a Blue Sea Systems DC Sub Panel. The master switch is there so as to not to
drain the main battery when parked unused for extended periods of time.
From there, the panel feeds a few circuits.
The first circuit runs to Marine Switch panel with 4 switches. The first switch
operates the LED lights. The is the master switch for the 37 Quart ARB
Refrigerator. The refrigerator can be powered by 12VDC or mains. In this case
we are using 12VDC and it required a surface mount socket. The remaining
switches are for future use, probably more lighting.
The second circuit is sent to a dual socket USB and 12VDC charger for back
seat occupants. Back in 1997, USB was found on computers. Not cars.
Secondary use is to run 12V up to the rooftop tent for lights and a fan on
sultry nights. 12V socketed extension cords come in handy for this one.
The third circuit feeds the communications, in this case a Yaesu FT-8800.
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Cabinet Electronics
Blue Sea Systems Switch- Main power switch for the cabinet
Blue Sea Systems DC Sub Panel- Power distribution and fusing
for the cabinet.
4 Switch Rocker Panel- Controls Lighting and Refrigerator, the
rest for future use. Also has a 12V and USB charger.
Dual Socket USB and 12V Charger- Power for rear seat
occupants and roof top tent.
LED Lights- for in cabinet lighting.

37 Quart ARB Fridge- When disaster strikes, put whatever you
can in the fridge..or keep cold ones cold on a planned outing.
Yaesu FT-8800 Radio- Ham communications to keep in touch
12V Surface Mount Socket- For connecting power to the
refrigerator.
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ARB Rooftop Tent
What can I say? The ARB Simpson III roof top tent is the epitome of awesome.
Having this tent on the top of your vehicle gives you some major advantages. I
like to refer to it as the unfolding Hilton. Park the vehicle, and with some
understanding and practice, five minutes later you are relaxing in comfort. I’ve
been in plenty of hotels that aren’t as comfortable as this tent. It’s very well
made and a lot of engineering has gone into it’s structure and functionality.
Inside the tent is a very comfortable mattress that is removable and washable.
One awesome advantage is the fact that you keep your bedding permanently
inside the tent. This frees a ton of space inside the vehicle as you don’t have to
use up valuable storage space for the likes of sleeping bags. I have a Teton Sports
Mammoth 0 degree bag in mine. It covers you for anything. Hot summer night?
Open it up and sleep on top. Freezing winter weather? Snug as a bug in a rug.
The tent will very comfortably sleep two adults. It will fit three average sized
adults in a pinch, and two adults and a number of children, depending on their
size, if you get creative.
While the tent will fit a number of sturdy roof rack systems, it is designed to be
used with ARB’s Roof Rack with Touring Basket. You will need a fitment kit
designed for your vehicle. In the case of the Cherokee, it is the ARB 3700050.
The tent offers some protection from the elements when outside of the vehicle,
and an Annex is available to act as a changing room, or even cover for additional
folks sleeping on the ground. In addition to these, I fitted the ARB 2000mm
Awning system for sitting outside of the vehicle out of the sun or in inclement
weather.
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ARB Rooftop Tent
Nothing is perfect, and the ARB Simpson III is no exception. I like everything
about the tent with one exception; the way it goes back together. Detaching the
window awning supports are not big deal, neither is folding it up. Once that is
done, you put the heavy duty vinyl cover back over the top. The last step, and
the method that secures the tent to the base structure, is zipping it up. For me,
it’s a nightmare. The tolerances are exacting, and even with practice, it’s hard to
do. Part of the issue is the tent is so high off the ground and I’m somewhat
vertically challenged, but it is still hard. When all the stars align it just zips. When
they don’t, it is a major struggle. Although a very heavy duty zipper is included,
I’ve broken a tooth off of it. Had I been in the middle of nowhere and not known
how to work around the broken zipper..I’d have been stranded with a very
expensive parachute. The final two complaints are obvious and unavoidable; the
Simpson III is very expensive (but worth it in terms of quality) and it adds a
significant amount of weight very high up on the vehicle and you can feel the
weight driving.
Don’t get me wrong, I’m not a purveyor of roof top tents and I only have
experience with this model. I imagine other brands secure their tents in the
same fashion, and I can’t think of any other way to secure it. Once it is zipped, it
is sound as a pre-Brexit pound. Overall, I love the tent and I especially love how it
works together with the rest of the Ultimate Bug Out Vehicle.
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Recovery Gear
Recovery gear, quite possibly the most important gear you will carry in your
bug out vehicle. By building a bug out vehicle, you’ve made a commitment to
travelling a distance that might not be possible in a timely fashion on foot.
Getting stuck or breaking down would spell disaster. Nearly all of the vehicle
modifications are focused on not getting stuck, or getting unstuck if you do.
Recovery becomes an integral part of your vehicle. While the bumpers on the
Jeep look cool and add a nice menacing look, their main purpose is recovery.
For the Jeep, I went with the Smittybuilt XRC
Bumper with the optional bull bar. Factory
bumpers are a formality. They offer no
recovery points on the Jeep and are made of
double thickness tinfoil. The Smittybuilt is
made from 3/16th steel and offers two
recovery points and just as important, serves
As a mounting point for the Smittybuilt 9500lb winch. The winch is your
best friend when you get stuck, but it isn’t the whole story. The bumper was
Easy enough for a one man install. It ties
into the Jeep’s subframe and also has the
added benefit of strengthening your
steering box mount. As an added bonus,
the angles on the bumper improve your
approach angles.
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The Gear

Recovery Gear
The rear bumpers serve the same as the front, but in the case of this build, it
was a whole different experience. I again went with the Smittybuilt XRC rear
bumper with a tire carrier. The rear bumper allows for two more recovery
points, three if you count the integrated hitch. The bumper is made of the
same 3/16th steel. It looks badass. But my complaints start now. Buyer
beware. The Cherokee was manufactured from 1984 to 2001. I’ll guarantee
they designed this bumper for a particular year and never checked fitment on
another year. There were numerous issues, where there were supposed to be
bolt holes, there were studs, and vice versa. I had to make several
modifications to the bumper to get it safely installed. I am a reasonably
competent mechanic, but it took me literally 15 hours to get this thing on.
Once it was on, it’s all good, that is until you
try and mount the Gerry can. The standard
NATO Gerry can doesn’t come close to
fitting. Period. After contacting Smittybuilt
and bringing these issues to their attention,
they recommended the world’s worst knock
off Gerry can. I won’t even link to it. If you
are looking for the best Gerry can, here it is.
My best option is that I am going to have to cut/modify/weld the tire carrier
to fit the Gerry can. Lastly, the tire carrier allows for mounting a Hi-Lift jack.
Despite the installation and design issues, the bumper has functioned as it
should and the tire carrier opens and closes smoothly. I’m not
recommending against it, just know what you are getting into first.
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The Gear

Recovery Gear
A good way to end a bug out or even a weekend is to get your vehicle stuck.
Especially in an emergency, it is probably that no one is going to be around to
help you, so you have to help yourself, or self recover. The winch on the front
of your vehicle is going to become your best friend, but the winch needs some
helpers. It is best to compliment your winch with a good set of recovery tools.
Winch blankets, tree straps, winch extension straps, a snatch block, an axe and
shovel are all necessities. When designing your vehicle, make sure that you
store all of your recover tools inside the vehicle where they can be easily
accessed. In my case, when building the cabinet, I made a special
compartment in the front of the cabinet that can be accessed by lowering the
back seat. Putting this type of gear in a spot that requires a door to be
opened to access is a no no. What happens if you get stuck and you can’t
open that door? This is also a good spot for your medical kit.
In my build I also keep most of the tools in
this compartment as well. The axe and
shovel are mounted overhead in a Big Sky
overhead “gun rack”, one over the cargo
area and one between the front and back
seats out of the way from passengers.
More on this in a minute.
Recovery gear is accessible
from inside the vehicle.
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The Gear

Recovery Gear Kit
Winch Blanket- goes over the winch line. If the line snaps it uses simple physics to
force the line into the ground instead of your kneecaps.
Tree Strap- Allows you to safely use a tree as a recovery point.

Extension Strap- Allows you to extend the length of your pull if the winch cable isn’t
enough.
D Ring or Bow Shackle- For connecting recovery gear together. Only for use when you
HAVE to use it. See video mentioned later.

Snatch Block- not a device to ruin a good time. Used to change the direction of a
winch pull.

Fiskars X15 Axe- For removing downed trees, limbs, and zombies you might find in
your way in addition to its many other uses.
Mini-Shovel- for digging out. You can choose a full size model if you wish, I was
running out of room in my build.
Tire Repair Kit- just like it sounds.
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The Gear

Recovery Gear
Recovering a vehicle can be a dangerous task. The components involved in the
recovery are under tremendous stress when pulling a stuck vehicle. If I had
more time, I would do a video on what each component does, how the
recovery works in different situations, and how to safely recover your vehicle.
Fortunately for us, there is a great video by our mate from Down Under, Ronnie
from 4 Wheeling in Western Australia:

Be sure to check out the other videos in the description of the video. Say hi to
Ronnie and tell him the Tin Hat Ranch sent you!
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The Gear

Safety/Security
I’m lumping these two together because they ended up in the same place.
Recovery gear needs to be accessible to the driver on the inside of the vehicle.
A fire starter and extinguisher needs to be at hand. I searched for a fire
extinguisher mount high and low, but couldn’t quite find one to fit my needs. It
wasn’t until I found the Big Sky Gun Rack did I come up with the perfect
solution, the Drake Quick Release Fire Extinguisher Mount. I used the Big Sky
to mount the sick firearm and the axe, then drilled holes in it to accept the
Drake. The Drake is nothing short of an all aluminum work of art. Reach up
with your right hand, pull the knurled knob marked…”pull”, and you now have a
fire extinguisher in your hands. All with the smooth action of a 1911.
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The Gear

Tools
Right next to getting stuck is breaking down. Getting unstuck is somewhat straightforward and can
be accomplished with a few simple “tools”, but fixing a broke down vehicle is heavily nuanced. To
have every tool required to fix any situation would require you to fill the back of the truck. That’s
not to say you even have a chance at fixing the vehicle because you might not have the proper
part. Thus, choosing select tools is only mitigating risk. That being said, you cannot ignore tools
altogether.
The beginning of the build I used my regular tools until I ran across an interesting concept. I’m not
much for gimmicks, but the Crescent X6 kit seemed to offer a few things in one package. The
feature that resonated with me the most was the hallow sockets, allowing the sockets to act as
regular and deep well in the same kit.
For my kit, I included the X6 kit with both the metric and SAE wrenches. I separated the metric
from the SAE in two tool rolls. All of the tools are kept in a small tool bag.
Beyond the very basics, I included a number of other tools that are detailed in the list. In a lot of
cases, your particular vehicle may have certain common faults which require certain specialized
tools. Research your vehicle to determine what you may need.
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The Gear

Tools
Crescent X6- Does the job of a regular socket set, yet has the
option to work with other fasteners AND act as deep well, all in
one small, compact, and inexpensive package. Worth taking a
look at for other than BOV reasons.

Crescent X6 Ratcheting Wrench Set MM- Like the sockets
wrenches pack in a little extra functionality in regular sized
package. Able to work with multiple types of fasteners and
billed as “ratcheting”, they add a little versatility to your kit.
Crescent X6 Ratcheting Wrench Set SAE- Same as the above,
but in SAE.

Tool Roll- Very easy way to keep all of the wrenches and
sockets organized, one for SAE, one for metric.
Jump Pack- With the heavy reliance on electricity for the fridge,
lights, fans, etc, this is an important tool. A later addition to
this series will include some solar solutions, so stay tuned!!
These are just a very few of the tools carried in addition to other
wrenches, plyers, screw drivers, etc.
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The Gear

THR’s Cabinet
The main cabinet of the UBOV focuses on keeping you alive, mainly food
and water preparation. The equipment chosen here may vary from build to
build, but the focus is the same and dependent on the environment around
you. As I mentioned, the cabinet is square, but there is storage on the right
and left sides as well for larger or bulky items. Since space is limited, I
searched for the smallest version of everything that would complete the
task. For example, I needed a stove that would cook for up to five at once.
Before I started the build, I really wanted to use the Volcano Grill 3 because
you could fire it with propane, charcoal, or wood. In the end, I just didn’t
have the cubic inches. There’s nothing wrong with this grill at all, I love
mine, but it was just too big. Instead, I ended up with the Partner Steel
Stove that folds and fits right in the cabinet. For a biomass backup, the
folding Stovehinge Rocket Stove fits right under the passenger front seat.
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The Gear

Lunch
Technically speaking, you don’t need any of this if you are “bugging out” but food
does a LOT for morale. It also helps if you are convincing your significant other that
you need to spend a metric ton of money on a bug out vehicle. Here are some of my
picks in the “lunch” category:
ARB 37 Quart Refrigerator- It’s expensive and it takes up a lot of
space, but in a regional or permanent disaster, you can take a good
amount of food with you. It really helps if you are going to
recreationally use your BOV as well. This thing is a super miser
when it comes to power usage as well. You can run it for a couple
of days without starting your vehicle.
Magma 10 Pc Nesting Cookware- There are some things that you
buy that will outlast your lifetime, heirlooms, if you will. The
Magma Nesting Cookware set falls in this category. Cook for the
entire troop, when you’re done, it all nests into a small package.
Just don’t poke your eye out with the elastic bungee..
Collapsible Measuring Cup- For those of you that have been
around a while, you know I LOVE Mountainhouse. If MH is on
your dinner menu, the key to perfection is the right amount of
boiled water. This is a must.
Cook Partner Stove- Another piece of kit your grandkids will be
using. Stainless and handmade, with a lot of BTU’s on tap. This
was the most stove I could get in this size. When folded it is
12”x6”x9”.
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The Gear

Lunch

Stainless Cups- A set of small stainless steel cups will sure beat drinking
out of a water bottle after a while, plus they clean up easy
Stainless Plates- Same as the cups, stainless all the way.

Sporks!- No need for separate forks and spoons, that’s why they
invented the spork. Need to cut your food? Use your pocket knife.
Again, stainless steel.
Boker Magnum- Only the cook gets a knife. For this, I picked a knife
that would do a good job all around for food prep. Again..stainless
steel.
SOS Rations- My plan for food includes dumping the house fridge into
the ARB, some Mountain House, and as an absolute backup, SOS
rations. The packaging is small, calories are dense, and they taste like
hell, but if your bug out goes awry, you’ve brought yourself a couple
extra days.
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Water
The most critical resource with which you will need to contend is water. The human body cannot
survive for much more than three days without it. Each person is going to need a half a gallon per day.
In reality, the food and all of the equipment associated with it in this vehicle is a nicety. Water takes
up space, so you will have to look at your situation to determine your course of action. If water is
scarce in your area, you will have to carry more. If water is abundant in your area, you may get away
with tools to purify the resource. For my build I settled on 7 gallons always in the vehicle, plus
whatever I can fit at go time. I’ve got a water filter and a means to carry unfiltered water. You also
have to consider water for cleaning as well.
The Waterbrick- Since I am storing consumables on top of the cabinet, I
needed a storage container for water that could be stacked and easily
strapped down. The Waterbrick easily fit the bill.
The Survivor Filter- We’ve done a LOT of talk on the THR over the years
on water filters. Here’s a video that tells you what you need to know.
This filter is a three stager that is small and compact. My reason for
choosing is you can pump water from the source into another container.
There are several on the market that have this feature.

Collapsible Bucket- A simple device responsible for carrying unfiltered
water for drinking, cooking, and washing. It fits neatly in the cabinet.

The Kitchen Sink- Yes, this BOV has everything; including the kitchen sink
(wah wah). Its use is self explanitory.
Solar Shower- This is obviously not going to be used in a bug out panic,
but in getting away from a regional issue or an adventure, this is another
nicety.
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The Rest
Not everything you might want to carry is necessary, some things just improve the experience
or make life easier. Here are some of the things that I carry that fall into those two categories.
These are not all of the things carried in the vehicle, beyond these there are a lot of
consumables ranging from Ibuprophen to sandwich bags.
Ammo Crate- The pros use expedition cases to carry their miscellaneous gear.
These cases are in the hundreds of dollars. Although this is the “Ultimate” BOV, I
skimped here. I looked for a case that was more than a plastic tote and could be
strapped or bungeed down. The ammo crate is what I found. I carry food and
miscellaneous items in the two that I have and strap them down to the top of the
cabinet. I’ve got two different sizes, medium and larger.
Folding Camp Chair- I tried a few different chairs and this one proved the
perfect combination of small size and strength for my dainty frame. At
some point you’ll be looking for somewhere to sit outside the vehicle.
These fit the bill.
12V Fan- Mainly for those hot sultry nights in the rooftop tent.

12V Extension Cord- Nifty little extension cord for bringing power into the
rooftop tent or anywhere around the vehicle. I use it for the fan, a 12V
LED light , or even charging a phone.
Quick Dry Towels- From washing dishes to showering, these little guys are
quick to dry. Either hang them or put them in the mesh bags and hand
the bags themselves.
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Other Vehicles
Like I mentioned in the videos, I have a Jeep Cherokee. This doesn’t mean that a Jeep Cherokee is
right for everyone. This section contains other capable vehicles that could serve you as a good
foundation for your BOV. This is NOT a complete list and vehicles of other classes can serve as a
foundation as well (i.e. pick ups, large SUV’s, etc)
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Toyota 4Runner (1989-Present)
This is one of the best most commonly available
vehicles that can serve as a foundation for your Bug
Out Vehicle. Nearly any one of the 4WD 4Runners of
the past 30+ years is a good choice. For those not
considering Jeeps, it is also one of the few vehicles that
are still being produced in capable versions at an
affordable price point. The 4Runner can currently be
purchased with locking differentials and electrically
disconnected front sway bar. The downside is all 4Runners covered in this guide have
independent front suspensions, no solid axle in the front is available. The 4Runner has a
decent payload capacity and is on the larger side of the vehicles in the guide in terms of
cargo capacity. Three generations are represented in our list.

2nd Generation (1989-1995)
Frame: Body on frame

Towing Capacity- 3500lbs

Ground Clearance- 8.3”

Front Axle- Independent front suspension

Approach Angle-

Rear Axle- Solid

Departure Angle-

Horsepower- 150hp

Breakover Angle-

Torque- 180lb/ft.

Wheelbase- 103.5”

MPG- 14 city/16 highway

Weight- 3,900lbs

Factory Seating- 5

GVWR- 5,350lbs

Cargo Capacity-43 cu ft.
Available Factory Lockers-
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Toyota 4Runner (1989-1995)

Bug Out Vehicle Suspension Upgrade ListPlease note: This list assumes you are following along with the Toyota in a similar fashion to our
series. Remember, the suspension accounts for the added weight of the gear. This assumes
aftermarket bumpers, a winch, roof rack, roof top tent, and enough fuel to arrive at your
destination plus enough gear and supplies for 7 days. If your configuration is different, please call
ARB at (866) 293-9078 to design a custom configuration.

Suspension Components
Front Torsion Spring
Old Man Emu Front Nitrocharger Shock (2)
Old Man Emu Rear Coil Spring (330lb
constant load) (2)
Old Man Emu Rear Nitrocharger Shock (2)
Steering Dampener
Recovery Equipment
Winch compatible bull bar
Smittybilt 9500lb Winch
D Rings
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Toyota 4Runner (1996-2002)

.

3rd Generation 1996-2002
Frame: Body on frame
Ground Clearance- 11”
Approach Angle- 36

Departure Angle- 25
Breakover AngleWheelbase- 105.3”
Weight- 3,930lbs.
GVWR- 5,250lbs.
Towing CapacityFront Axle- Independent front suspension
Rear Axle- Solid

Horsepower- 183hp
Torque- 217lb/ft.
MPG- 17 city/20 highway
Factory Seating- 5
Cargo Capacity- 44cu ft, 80 with seats down
Available Factory Lockers-
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Toyota 4Runner (1996-2002)

Bug Out Vehicle Suspension Upgrade ListPlease note: This list assumes you are following along with the Toyota in a similar fashion to our
series. Remember, the suspension accounts for the added weight of the gear. This assumes
aftermarket bumpers, a winch, roof rack, roof top tent, and enough fuel to arrive at your
destination plus enough gear and supplies for 7 days. If your configuration is different, please call
ARB at (866) 293-9078 to design a custom configuration.

Suspension Components
Old Man Emu Front Coil Spring (Heavy Load)
Old Man Emu Front Nitrocharger Strut (2)
Old Man Emu Rear Coil Spring (330lb load) (2)
Old Man Emu Rear Nitrocharger Shock (2)
Recovery Equipment
Winch compatible bull bar
Smittybilt 9500lb Winch
D Rings
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Toyota 4Runner (2003-2009)

4th Generation 4Runner 2003-2009
Frame: Body on frame
Ground Clearance- 9.1”
Approach Angle- 30
Departure Angle-26
Breakover Angle-

Wheelbase- 109.8”
Weight- 4,525lbs
GVWR- 6,005lbs
Towing Capacity- 7,000lbs
Front Axle- Independent front suspension
Rear Axle- Solid
Horsepower- 260hp
Torque- 306lbft.

MPG- 16 city/19 highway
Factory Seating- 5
Cargo Capacity- 42cu ft./ 72 with seats down
Available Factory Lockers- yes
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Toyota 4Runner (2003-2009)

Bug Out Vehicle Suspension Upgrade ListPlease note: This list assumes you are following along with the Toyota in a similar fashion to our
series. Remember, the suspension accounts for the added weight of the gear. This assumes
aftermarket bumpers, a winch, roof rack, roof top tent, and enough fuel to arrive at your
destination plus enough gear and supplies for 7 days. If your configuration is different, please call
ARB at (866) 293-9078 to design a custom configuration.

Suspension Components
Old Man Emu Front Coil Spring (Heavy Load)
Old Man Emu Front Nitrocharger Strut (2)
Old Man Emu Rear Coil Spring (330lb load) (2)
Old Man Emu Rear Nitrocharger Shock (2)
Recovery Equipment
Winch compatible bull bar 2003-2005
Winch compatible bull bar 2006-2009
Smittybilt 9500lb Winch
D Rings
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Toyota 4Runner (2010-Present)

Current Generation 4Runner (2010-Present)
Frame: Body on frame

Ground Clearance- 9.6”
Approach Angle- 33
Departure Angle- 26
Breakover Angle- 24
Wheelbase- 109.8”
Weight- 4,750lbs
GVWR- 6,300lbs
Towing Capacity- 5,000lbs
Front Axle- Independent front suspension
Rear Axle- Solid
Horsepower- 270hp
Torque- 278 lb/ft
MPG- 17 city/ 19 highway
Factory Seating- 5, 7 optional
Cargo Capacity- 47 cu ft/90 with seat folded. Drops to 9 cu ft.
with optional 3rd row
Available Factory Lockers- yes
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Toyota 4Runner (2010-Present)

Bug Out Vehicle Suspension Upgrade ListPlease note: This list assumes you are following along with the Toyota in a similar fashion to our
series. Remember, the suspension accounts for the added weight of the gear. This assumes
aftermarket bumpers, a winch, roof rack, roof top tent, and enough fuel to arrive at your
destination plus enough gear and supplies for 7 days. If your configuration is different, please call
ARB at (866) 293-9078 to design a custom configuration.

Suspension Components
Old Man Emu Front Coil Spring (Heavy Load)
Old Man Emu Front Nitrocharger Strut (2)
Old Man Emu Rear Coil Spring (440lb load) (2)
Old Man Emu Rear Nitrocharger Shock (2)
For vehicles with KDSS you must include (1)
Spacer kit for drivers side
Recovery Equipment
Winch compatible bull bar
Smittybilt 9500lb Winch
D Rings
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Jeep Wrangler Unlimited(2007-Present)

The regular 2 door Jeep is a phenomenal off road performer, one of the best ever to come out
of a factory, but it’s cargo capacity is very limited. This is where the JK Unlimited steps in, sure,
it’s wheelbase is longer, but in Rubicon form it is available with all the desirable goodies like
lockers and sway bar disconnects. Even though the vehicle has a rather long wheelbase
(116”Same as a Chevy Tahoe!), because it is more purpose built carries some of the same
numbers in approach, departure, and breakover angles as the older Cherokee with a wheelbase
that is 18” shorter! This is the one vehicle on the list that doesn’t really require any suspension
modifications (in Rubicon trim)…but you can still make it even better. Aftermarket support for
modifications is huge.
Frame: Body on Frame

Towing Capacity- 3500 lbs.

Ground Clearance- 10 inches

Front Axle- solid axle, coil spring

Approach Angle- 42 degrees

Rear Axle- Solid, coil spring

Departure Angle- 32 degrees

Desired Engine- 3.6L V6

Break over Angle- 21 degrees

Horsepower- 285hp

Wheelbase- 116 inches

Torque- 260ft-lb

Weight- 4075 lbs

MPG- 16 City/21 Highway

GVWR- 5500 lbs

Available Factory Lockers- Yes
Factory Seating- 5
Cargo Space- 31 Cu-ft, -70 cu-ft with seat down
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Jeep Wrangler Unlimited(2007-Present)

Bug Out Vehicle Suspension Upgrade ListPlease note: This list assumes you are following along with the Toyota in a similar fashion to our
series. Remember, the suspension accounts for the added weight of the gear. This assumes
aftermarket bumpers, a winch, roof rack, roof top tent, and enough fuel to arrive at your
destination plus enough gear and supplies for 7 days. If your configuration is different, please call
ARB at (866) 293-9078 to design a custom configuration.

Suspension
Complete Old Man Emu Suspension Kit for 300lbs constant rear

Recovery Equipment
Front winch bumper (Deluxe)
Smittybilt 9500lb Winch
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Nissan Pathfinder R50 (1996-2004)

This Pathfinder is a few generations old. Absolutely forget the newest version built from 2013 to
current, it’s a car that looks like a truck. The 2005-2012 generation isn’t horrible, but it’s really the
R50 series you want to get. The first generation Pathfinders (1985-1995) are also a good choice,
but due to their age they are getting scarce to find in good condition. Performs solidly in all
categories. The 2001 model year receives Nissan’s venerable VQ35 V-6 Engine and is the vehicle to
use if you have the choice.

Frame: Body on Frame

Towing Capacity- 5000 lbs.

Ground Clearance- 8.3”

Front Axle- Independent Front Suspension

Approach Angle- 33 degrees

Rear Axle- Solid, leaf spring

Departure Angle- 28 degrees

Desired Engine- 3.5L V6

Break over Angle- 28 degrees

Horsepower- 240hp

Wheelbase- 106.3” inches

Torque- 265ft-lb

Weight- 4,300lbs

MPG- 15 City/19 Highway

GVWR- 5,300 lbs

Available Factory Lockers- Yes
Factory Seating- 5
Cargo Space- 38 Cu-ft, -85 cu-ft with seat down
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Nissan Pathfinder R50 (1996-2004)

Bug Out Vehicle Suspension Upgrade ListPlease note: This list assumes you are following along with the Nissan a in a similar fashion to our
series. Remember, the suspension accounts for the added weight of the gear. This assumes
aftermarket bumpers, a winch, roof rack, roof top tent, and enough fuel to arrive at your
destination plus enough gear and supplies for 7 days. If your configuration is different, please call
ARB at (866) 293-9078 to design a custom configuration.

Suspension
Old Man Emu Front Springs
Old Man Emu Nitrocharger Front Right Strut
Old Man Emu Nitrocharger Front Left Strut
Old Man Emu Nitrocharger Rear Shock (to 1/1999) (2)
Old Man Emu Nitrocharger Rear Shock (after 2/1999)(2)
Old Man Emu Rear Coil Springs
Recovery
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Nissan Xterra 2nd Gen (2005-2015)

With the Pathfinder getting obese before becoming useless, another Nissan had to take the crown
as the off road overlanding candidate. The Nissan Xterra took on that role. My personal opinion is
to stay away from some of the earlier models and go with the second generation (2005-2015) with
the 4.0L VQ Series engine. The Xterra is a good off road performer and has decent cargo and
payload capacities. Being one of the few vehicles on the list that are newer, you can still find almost
new low mile examples. Too bad Nissan gave it the axe.

Frame: Body on frame

Towing Capacity- 5000 lbs.

Ground Clearance- up to 9.5”

Front Axle- Independent Front Suspension

Approach Angle- 33 degrees

Rear Axle- Solid, leaf spring

Departure Angle- 29 degrees

Desired Engine- 4.0L V6

Break over Angle- 25 degrees

Horsepower- 261hp

Wheelbase- 106.3” inches

Torque- 281ft-lb

Weight- 4,425lbs

MPG- 16 City/22 Highway

GVWR- 5,400 lbs

Available Factory Lockers- Yes
Factory Seating- 5
Cargo Space- 36 Cu-ft, -66 cu-ft with seat down
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Nissan Xterra 2nd Gen (2005-2015)

Bug Out Vehicle Suspension Upgrade ListPlease note: This list assumes you are following along with the Nissan a in a similar fashion to our
series. Remember, the suspension accounts for the added weight of the gear. This assumes
aftermarket bumpers, a winch, roof rack, roof top tent, and enough fuel to arrive at your
destination plus enough gear and supplies for 7 days. If your configuration is different, please call
ARB at (866) 293-9078 to design a custom configuration.

Suspension
Old Man Emu Front Springs Heavy Load
Old Man Emu Nitrocharger Front Sport Strut (2)
Old Man Emu Rear Dakar Leaf Springs (2)
Old Man Emu Nitrocharger Rear Shock (2)
Recovery
Winch Bar
Smittybilt 9500lb Winch
D Rings
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Toyota Landcruiser(1990-2006)

The Landcruiser is the only vehicle on our list that is world renounced. You can find Landcruiser’s
on the trails of nearly every continent. Rugged and reliable, these vehicles are good choices to
serve as a foundation for your bug out vehicle. The Landcruiser has been in production in one form
or another since 1951. We are focusing on the 80 and 100 (1990-2006) series LC’s here. The new
versions have softened just a bit, but more so because they are approaching $100k brand new.
Versions older than the 80 series can prove as good foundations as well, but they’ve become
expensive collector’s items. This is one of the larger vehicles on the list with optional seating for up
to 7. Payload capacity is good and cargo capacity is one of the highest on the list. The 80 series has
solid axles, front and rear. The 100 series has independent front suspension and a solid rear axle. If
you can find one, an 80 series with a 100 series V8 engine swap might be the best vehicle period.
Aftermarket support is huge, worldwide. Also consider the Lexus LX450 and LX470, they are
essentially the same vehicle.

80 Series (1990-1997)
Frame: body on frame

Towing Capacity- 5,000lbs

Ground Clearance- 10.8”

Front Axle- Solid

Approach Angle-

Rear Axle- Solid

Departure Angle- 22 degrees

Desired Engine- 4.5L Inline 6 Cylinder

Breakover Angle-

Horsepower- 212hp

Weight- 4,750lbs.

Torque- 275 ft.-lb.

GVWR- 6,470lbs.

MPG- 13mpg city/15mpg hwy
Factory Seating-5 standard, up to 7
Cargo Capacity- 47 to 91 cu ft. depending on seating configuration
Available Factory Lockers- yes, electronic
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Toyota Landcruiser(1990-1997)

Bug Out Vehicle Suspension Upgrade ListPlease note: This list assumes you are following along with the Toyota a in a similar fashion to our
series. Remember, the suspension accounts for the added weight of the gear. This assumes
aftermarket bumpers, a winch, roof rack, roof top tent, and enough fuel to arrive at your
destination plus enough gear and supplies for 7 days. If your configuration is different, please call
ARB at (866) 293-9078 to design a custom configuration.

Suspension
Old Man Emu Front Heavy Load Springs
Old Man Emu Nitrocharger Front Shocks (2)
Old Man Emu Rear Springs
Old Man Emu Rear Nitrocharger Shocks
Caster Kit (Required)
Steering Dampener
Recovery
Winch compatible bull bar
Rear bumper
Tire Carrier RHS
Smittybilt 9500lb Winch
D Rings
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Toyota Landcruiser(1998-2006)

80 Series (1998-2006)
Frame: body on frame
Ground Clearance- 10.8”
Approach AngleDeparture Angle- 22 degrees
Breakover AngleWeight- 5,115lbs.
GVWR- 6,860lbs.
Towing Capacity- 6,500lbs

Front Axle- Independent Front Suspension
Rear Axle- Solid
Desired Engine- 4.7L V-8
Horsepower- 230hp
Torque- 320 ft.-lb.
MPG- 13mpg city/16mpg hwy
Passengers- 5 to 7
Cargo Space- 47 cu ft, 90 with the seats down
Available Factory Lockers- yes, electronic
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Toyota Landcruiser(1998-2007)

Bug Out Vehicle Suspension Upgrade ListPlease note: This list assumes you are following along with the Toyota in a similar fashion to our
series. Remember, the suspension accounts for the added weight of the gear. This assumes
aftermarket bumpers, a winch, roof rack, roof top tent, and enough fuel to arrive at your
destination plus enough gear and supplies for 7 days. If your configuration is different, please call
ARB at (866) 293-9078 to design a custom configuration.

Suspension
Old Man Emu Front Torsion Bar
Old Man Emu Nitrocharger Front Shocks (2)
Old Man Emu Rear Springs 440lbs 1998-2000
Old Man Emu Rear Springs 440lbs 2001-2007
Old Man Emu Rear Nitrocharger Shocks (2)

Recovery
Winch compatible bull bar 1998-2002
Winch compatible bull bar 2003-2007
Rear bumper
Tire Carrier RHS
Smittybilt 9500lb Winch
D Rings
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Toyota FJ Cruiser (2006-2014)

The FJ Cruiser was a niche vehicle produced by Toyota as a modern rendition to the classic
Landcruiser. It is competent off roader, think of it as a Toyota Wrangler without the removable hard
top. The FJ has good payload capacity but is on the smaller side for cargo capacity. It would be a
solid choice for a 2 person bug out vehicle.

FJ Cruiser
Frame: Body on Frame

Towing Capacity- 5000lbs.

Ground Clearance- 9.6”

Front Axle- Independent Front Suspension

Approach Angle- 34 degrees

Rear Axle- Solid 4 Link

Departure Angle- 30 degrees

Desired Engine- 4.0L V6

Breakover Angle- 27.4 Degrees

Horsepower- 239-260hp.

Wheelbase- 105.9”

Torque- 270-278 lb.-ft.

Weight- 4,300lbs

MPG- 17 city/22 hwy

GVWR- 5,570lbs

Available Factory Lockers- yes
Factory Seating-5
Cargo Capacity- 28 cu ft, 57 cu ft with seat down
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Toyota FJ Cruiser (2006-2014)

Bug Out Vehicle Suspension Upgrade ListPlease note: This list assumes you are following along with the Toyota in a similar fashion to our
series. Remember, the suspension accounts for the added weight of the gear. This assumes
aftermarket bumpers, a winch, roof rack, roof top tent, and enough fuel to arrive at your
destination plus enough gear and supplies for 7 days. If your configuration is different, please call
ARB at (866) 293-9078 to design a custom configuration.

Suspension
Old Man Emu Suspension Kit Heavy
Recovery
Winch compatible bull bar 2007-2009
Winch compatible bull bar 2010-2014
Rear bumper
Smittybilt 9500lb Winch
D Rings
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Didn’t See Your Vehicle?
As we keep saying in the videos and guides, there is no right answer.
The preceding vehicles closely match one another in size, performance,
cost and aftermarket support. There are many other vehicles out there
that can perform the duties of a Bug Out Vehicle, these are just 10
different models in which you can closely follow along. As we’ve
mentioned, we are working with ARB on this project. The ARB
suspension is really the base for what we are doing, and they offer the
same thing for other vehicles of varying sizes. Check out their vehicle
application guide here, or give them a call at (866) 293-9078. In addition
to the vehicles in this guide, below are the vehicles they work with in
North America:
Chevy/GMC Pickups
Ford Pickups
Dodge/RAM Pickups
Ford Escape
Honda CRV
Hummer H3
Isuzu
•
Amigo
•
Rodeo
•
Trooper
Jeep
•
Liberty
•
Commander
•
Grand Cherokee
•
Wrangler
Land Rover
•
Defender 90, 110
•
Discovery 1-4
•
Range Rover

Mazda Tribute
Mitsubishi Montero
Nissan
• Frontier
• Titan
Suzuki
•
Samuri
•
Sidekick
•
Tracker
•
Vitara/Grand Vitara
Toyota
•
Pretty much all Landcruisers
•
RAV4
•
HiLux
•
Tacoma
•
Tundra

For ARB Australia, click here

One last time. All of the parts in this guide are intended to follow this series. If you intend
to build your vehicle differently, please contact the manufacturers for fitment.
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BONUS!- Stealth Driving and Security Cameras as seen in the Tin Hat
Ranch Video

Follow
instructions with
the Jensen for
installation.

Vehicle Accessory
Positive from Batt.
(always on).

Click on pictures for
links
Composite Cable

BNC to RCA
5 Amp fuse (in
relay kit)

RELAY
(refer to
relay for
wiring)

STEALTH DRIVING SCHEMATIC
Chassis Ground
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STEALTH DRIVING PARTS LIST- Universal to ALL applications
(1) Camera
(1) BNC to RCA
(1) Relay
(1) Composite Cable
(1) 18GA Wire
(1) DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME Brakelight switch
The above parts are common to all applications. There are two Jensen recievers, for vehicles with a SINGLE DIN radio
opening, use the 7012. For vehicles with a DOUBLE DIN radio opening, use the 7022. Amazon should let you know if
the particular unit fits your vehicle.
(1) Jensen VX-7012
or
(1) Jensen VX-7022
Everything else I used was specific to the Cherokee. You will have to search for a INSTALLATION KIT and WIRING kit
that interface the Jensen to your vehicle. Here are the ones that fit the Cherokee:
(1) Switch Panel
(1) Cherokee Installation Kit
(1) Cherokee Wiring Kit
Beyond these items you will need basic electrical tools, connectors, and electrical tape.
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This is version 2.0.1 of this guide and is
nearly the final version.

